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Franciscan Beginnings In Colonial Peru
Understanding the recent social unrest and political developments in Peru requires a
thorough understanding of the country's past
The story of Fray Marcos and the Seven Cities of Cíbola was a favorite of Adolph
Bandelier (1840–1914). Bandelier’s combination of methodological sophistication and
control of the archival data makes the Marcos de Niza paper important, not only as a
landmark in Southwestern ethnohistory, but as a work of scholarship in its own rights,
with insights on Cabeza de Vaca, Marcos, and early Southwestern exploration that are
still valid today.
After the Spanish victories over the Inca claimed Tawantinsuyu for Charles V in the
1530s, native Andeans undertook a series of perilous trips from Peru to the royal court
in Spain. Ranging from an indigenous commoner entrusted with delivering birds of prey
for courtly entertainment to an Inca prince who spent his days amid titles, pensions, and
other royal favors, these sojourners were both exceptional and paradigmatic. Together,
they shared a conviction that the sovereign's absolute authority would guarantee that
justice would be done and service would receive its due reward. As they negotiated
their claims with imperial officials, Amerindian peoples helped forge the connections
that sustained the expanding Habsburg realm's imaginary and gave the modern global
age its defining character. Andean Cosmopolitans recovers these travelers' dramatic
experiences, while simultaneously highlighting their profound influences on the making
and remaking of the colonial world. While Spain's American possessions became
Spanish in many ways, the Andean travelers (in their cosmopolitan lives and journeys)
also helped to shape Spain in the image and likeness of Peru. De la Puente brings
remarkable insights to a narrative showing how previously unknown peoples and ideas
created new power structures and institutions, as well as novel ways of being urban,
Indian, elite, and subject. As indigenous people articulated and defended their own
views regarding the legal and political character of the "Republic of the Indians," they
became state-builders of a special kind, cocreating the colonial order.
This leading-edge volume explores how the inclusion of indigenous histories in
analyses of colonialism, collaboration with contemporary communities and scholars
across the subfields of anthropology, and the engagement with these histories and with
indigenous peoples contributes constructively to the decolonization of archaeology as
well as to broader projects of social justice.
The only comprehensive history of Andean South America from initial settlement to the
present, this useful book focuses on Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia, the four
countries where the Andes have played a major role in shaping history. Although
Henderson emphasizes the period since the winning of independence in 1825, he
argues that the region’s republican history cannot be explained without a clear
understanding of what happened in the pre-Hispanic and colonial eras Henderson
carefully explores the complex relationship between the Andean peoples and their land
up until the fall of the Inka Empire in 1532 before addressing the Spanish conquest and
the colonial aftermath, emphasizing the syncretism often unwillingly forced upon the
original inhabitants of the region. His account of the nineteenth century discusses the
attempts of the Andean elite to fashion modern nation-states in the face of many
divisive factors, including race. The final chapters carry the story from 1930 to the
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present as the Andean countries debated different ways to create a more inclusive and
prosperous society.
Dazzled by the sight of the vast treasure of gold and silver being unloaded at Seville’s
docks in 1537, a teenaged Pedro de Cieza de León vowed to join the Spanish effort in
the New World, become an explorer, and write what would become the earliest
historical account of the conquest of Peru. Available for the first time in English, this
history of Peru is based largely on interviews with Cieza’s conquistador compatriates,
as well as with Indian informants knowledgeable of the Incan past. Alexandra Parma
Cook and Noble David Cook present this recently discovered third book of a four-part
chronicle that provides the most thorough and definitive record of the birth of modern
Andean America. It describes with unparalleled detail the exploration of the Pacific
coast of South America led by Francisco Pizarro and Diego de Almagro, the
imprisonment and death of the Inca Atahualpa, the Indian resistance, and the ultimate
Spanish domination. Students and scholars of Latin American history and conquest
narratives will welcome the publication of this volume.
Examines the Spanish invasion of the Inca Empire in 1532 and how European and
indigenous life ways became intertwined, producing a new and constantly evolving
hybrid colonial order in the Andes.
Spaniards in the Colonial Empire traces the privileges,prejudices, and conflicts between
American-born and European-bornSpaniards, within the Spanish colonies in the
Americas from thesixteenth to early nineteenth centuries. • Covers three centuries of
Spanish colonial power,beginning in the sixteenth century • Explores social tension
between creole and peninsularfactions, connecting this friction with later colonial bids
forindependence • Draws on recent research by Spanish andSpanish-American
historians as well as Anglophone scholars • Includes some coverage of Brazil and
Britishcolonies
The first book to provide a historical overview of coca. In tracing the arguments of the
participants in the coca debates during the last four centuries, it surveys the role of the
leaf in Peru's sociopolitical history, focusing on coca usage as a source of controversy
for the policy makers among the coastal elites who have dominated Peruvian politics
and economics since the Spanish conquest.
This comprehensive encyclopedia covers the reciprocal effects that the politics, foreign
policy, and culture of Spain, Portugal, and the American nations have had on one
another since the time of Columbus. * More than 400 cross-referenced entries covering
events and themes as diverse as the impact in Iberia of foodstuffs introduced from the
New World, such as tomatoes and potatoes, and U.S. policy toward Spain and Portugal
during the Cold War * An extensive bibliography listing sources ranging from archival
letters to the most recent scholarship from the Americas, Spain, and Portugal
One of the most precarious and daunting tasks for sixteenth-century European
missionaries in the cross-cultural mission frontiers was translating the name of «God»
(Deus) into the local language. When the Italian Jesuit Matteo Ricci (1552-1610)
introduced the Chinese term Shangti as the semantic equivalent of Deus, he made one
of the most innovative cross-cultural missionary translations. Ricci's employment of
Shangti was neither a simple rewording of a Chinese term nor the use of a loan-word,
but was indeed a risk-taking «identification» of the Christian God with the Confucian
Most-High, Shangti. Strange Names of God investigates the historical progress of the
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semantic configuration of Shangti as the divine name of the Christian God in China by
focusing on Chinese intellectuals' reaction to the strangely translated Chinese name of
God.
Christianity in Latin America provides a complete overview of over 500 years of the
history of Christianity in the ‘New World’. The inclusion of German research in this
book is an important asset to the Anglo-American research area, in disclosing
information that was hitherto not available in English. This work will present the reader
with a very good survey into the history of Christianity on the South American continent,
based on a tremendous breadth of literature.
A central tenet of Catholic religious practice, confession relies upon the use of language
between the penitent and his or her confessor. In the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, as Spain colonized the Quechua-speaking Andean world, the communication
of religious beliefs and practices—especially the practice of confession—to the native
population became a primary concern, and as a result, expansive bodies of Spanish
ecclesiastic literature were translated into Quechua. In this fascinating study of the
semantic changes evident in translations of Catholic catechisms, sermons, and
manuals, Regina Harrison demonstrates how the translated texts often retained traces
of ancient Andean modes of thought, despite the didactic lessons they contained. In Sin
and Confession in Colonial Peru, Harrison draws directly from confession manuals to
demonstrate how sin was newly defined in Quechua lexemes, how the role of women
was circumscribed to fit Old World patterns, and how new monetized perspectives on
labor and trade were taught to the subjugated indigenous peoples of the Andes by
means of the Ten Commandments. Although outwardly confession appears to be an
instrument of oppression, the reformer Bartolomé de Las Casas influenced priests
working in the Andes; through their agency, confessional practice ultimately became a
political weapon to compel Spanish restitution of Incan lands and wealth. Bringing
together an unprecedented study (and translation) of Quechua religious texts with an
expansive history of Andean and Spanish transculturation, Harrison uses the lens of
confession to understand the vast and telling ways in which language changed at the
intersection of culture and religion.
Essays discuss the Native peoples of Latin America and the effect of the European
conquest on their cultures, the development of colonial societies, and the establishment
of the Catholic Church in the Americas

Imposing Harmony is a groundbreaking analysis of the role of music and
musicians in the social and political life of colonial Cuzco. Challenging
musicology’s cathedral-centered approach to the history of music in colonial
Latin America, Geoffrey Baker demonstrates that rather than being dominated by
the cathedral, Cuzco’s musical culture was remarkably decentralized. He shows
that institutions such as parish churches and monasteries employed indigenous
professional musicians, rivaling Cuzco Cathedral in the scale and frequency of
the musical performances they staged. Building on recent scholarship by social
historians and urban musicologists and drawing on extensive archival research,
Baker highlights European music as a significant vehicle for reproducing and
contesting power relations in Cuzco. He examines how Andean communities
embraced European music, creating an extraordinary cultural florescence, at the
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same time that Spanish missionaries used the music as a mechanism of
colonialization and control. Uncovering a musical life of considerable and
unexpected richness throughout the diocese of Cuzco, Baker describes a
musical culture sustained by both Hispanic institutional patrons and the upper
strata of indigenous society. Mastery of European music enabled elite Andeans
to consolidate their position within the colonial social hierarchy. Indigenous
professional musicians distinguished themselves by fulfilling important functions
in colonial society, acting as educators, religious leaders, and mediators between
the Catholic Church and indigenous communities.
A survey of the latest scholarship on Catholic missions between the 16th and
18th centuries, this collection of fourteen essays offers a global view of the
organization, finances, personnel, and history of Catholic missions to the
Americas, Africa, and Asia.
In the Lands of the Christians presents original translations from Arabic of four
Christian and Muslim writers who visited Western Europe and America in the
seventeenth century. These essays contain careful descriptions of the regions,
societies, customs, and religions these intrepid travelers encountered in their
journeys. Here you will find the complete travel narrative of the first Arab to visit
South and Central America in 1688, the first English translation of the
ambassadorial report by Mohammad bin Abd al-Wahab al-Ghassani who
traveled through Spain in 1690, translations of letters by the Morrocan
ambassador to France describing his relationship with his hosts and his
impressions of the land, and Morisco author Ahmad bin Qasim's account of his
voyage from Holland to France in 1610.
This book examines the story of the ‘discovery of America’ through the prism of
the history of the Franciscans, a socio-religious movement with a unique doctrine
of voluntary poverty. The Franciscans rapidly developed global dimensions, but
their often paradoxical relationships with poverty and power offer an alternate
account of global history. Through this lens, Julia McClure offers a deeper history
of colonialism, not only by extending its chronology, but also by exploring the
powerful role of ambivalence in the emergence of colonial regimes. Other topics
discussed include the legal history of property, the complexity and politics of
global knowledge networks, the early (and neglected) history of the Near Atlantic,
and the transatlantic inquisition, mysticism, apocalypticism, and religious
imaginations of place.
The subject of missions-formal efforts at religious conversion of native peoples of
the Americas by colonizing powers-is one that renders the modern student a bit
uncomfortable. Where the mission enterprise was actuated by true belief it strikes
the modern sensibility as fanaticism; where it sprang from territorial or economic
motives it seems the rankest sort of hypocrisy. That both elements-greed and
real faith-were usually present at the same time is bewildering. In this book seven
scholars attempt to create a "new" mission history that deals honestly with the
actions and philosophic motivations of the missionaries, both as individuals and
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organizations and as agents of secular powers, and with the experiences and
reactions of the indigenous peoples, including their strategies of accommodation,
co-optation, and resistance. The new mission historians examine cases from
throughout the hemisphere-from the Andes to northern Mexico to California-in an
effort to find patterns in the contact between the European missionaries and the
various societies they encountered. Erick Langer is associate professor of history
at Carnegie Mellon University. He is the author of Economic Change and Rural
Resistance in Southern Bolivia, 1880-1930 and editor, with Zulema Bass Werner
de Ruiz, of Historia de Tarija: Corpus Documental. Robert H. Jackson is the
author of Indian Population Decline: The Missions of Northwestern New Spain,
1687-1840 and Regional Markets and the Agrarian Transformation in Bolivia
Cochabamba, 1539-1960. He is an assistant professor in the Department of
History and Geography at Texas Southern University.
This bilingual, critical edition is the first English language translation of Antonio de
la Calancha’s Corónica moralizada (1638) and is contextualised in introductory
essays that discuss the conquest and evangelisation of Peru, Inca politics of
state, and which also draw out the radically different way of conceptualising
human history—the collapse of time.
One cannot understand Latin America without understanding the history of the
Catholic Church in the region. Catholicism has been predominant in Latin
America and it has played a definitive role in its development. It helped to spur
the conquest of the New World with its emphasis on missions to the indigenous
peoples, controlled many aspects of the colonial economy, and played key roles
in the struggles for Independence. The History of the Catholic Church in Latin
America offers a concise yet far-reaching synthesis of this institution’s role from
the earliest contact between the Spanish and native tribes until the modern day,
the first such historical overview available in English. John Frederick Schwaller
looks broadly at the forces which formed the Church in Latin America and which
caused it to develop in the unique manner in which it did. While the Church is
often characterized as monolithic, the author carefully showcases its constituent
parts—often in tension with one another—as well as its economic function and its
role in the political conflicts within the Latin America republics. Organized in a
chronological manner, the volume traces the changing dynamics within the
Church as it moved from the period of the Reformation up through twentieth
century arguments over Liberation Theology, offering a solid framework to
approaching the massive literature on the Catholic Church in Latin America.
Through his accessible prose, Schwaller offers a set of guideposts to lead the
reader through this complex and fascinating history.
Pedro Fernández de Quirós was a remarkable navigator and explorer. Having
sailed in 1595 as chief pilot in the ill-fated Spanish expedition to the Solomon
Islands, he returned to the 'Austral Lands' - the area of the New Hebrides - in
1605 with another expedition, which is the subject of this volume. In his
Introduction Father Kelly sets out to resolve some of the outstanding historical
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problems of this Quirós expedition in the light of recently discovered documents.
At the same time he gives a brief description of the Franciscan missionary
apostolate, its contribution to geographical discovery in the Pacific, and its
missionary plans for the natives of the Austral lands. He also provides a
systematic survey of source material in Spanish, Roman and other European
archives. The volume contains 32 documents concerning the 1605 expedition,
including Munilla's Relación, as well as the Franciscan Missionary Plan. All these
have been translated by Father Kelly. Continued in Second Series 127, with
which the main pagination is continuous. This is a new print-on-demand
hardback edition of the volume first published in 1966.
Franciscan Beginnings in Colonial PeruFranciscan Beginnings in Colonial Peru.
[Mit Abb.]Franciscan Beginnings in Colonial PeruFranciscan Beginnings in
Colonial Peru. Antonine Tibesar,... [Preface by Victor Andrés
Belaunde.].Franciscan Beginnigs in Colonial PerúThe Coca Debate in Colonial
PeruForced Labor in Colonial PeruSin and Confession in Colonial PeruSpanishQuechua Penitential Texts, 1560-1650University of Texas Press
A social and economic history of Peru that reflects the influence of the convents
on colonial and post-colonial society.
For 300 years, Franciscans were at the forefront of the spread of Catholicism in
the New World. In the late seventeenth century, Franciscans developed a farreaching, systematic missionary program in Spain and the Americas. After
founding the first college of propaganda fide in the Mexican city of Querétaro, the
Franciscan Order established six additional colleges in New Spain, ten in South
America, and twelve in Spain. From these colleges Franciscans proselytized
Indians in frontier territories as well as Catholics in rural and urban areas in
eighteenth-century Spain and Spanish America. To Sin No More is the first book
to study these colleges, their missionaries, and their multifaceted, sweeping
missionary programs. By focusing on the recruitment of non-Catholics to
Catholicism as well as the deepening of religious fervor among Catholics, David
Rex Galindo shows how the Franciscan colleges expanded and shaped popular
Catholicism in the eighteenth-century Spanish Atlantic world. This book explores
the motivations driving Franciscan friars, their lives inside the colleges, their
training, and their ministry among Catholics, an often-overlooked duty that
paralleled missionary deployments. Rex Galindo argues that Franciscan
missionaries aimed to reform or "reawaken" Catholic parishioners just as much
as they sought to convert non-Christian Indians.
With 10,000 years of history, Peru, with its formidable Inca and pre-Inca
civilizations and its rich colonial and post-colonial past, formed the very
foundations of multi-ethnic South American history and society. It is a country rich
in natural and human resources, but has been largely confined to a state of
underdevelopment for much of its history. However, since 2000 Peru has shown
significant signs of economic and political progress as its economy grew rapidly
and it polity democratized. The Historical Dictionary of Peru packages in a unique
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way the course of Peru’s evolution and recent trajectory, with substantial
sections devoted to describing and analyzing the country’s history, politics and
social order, combined with shorter entries on the important people and events
that have contributed to its current state of affairs. It also includes a
comprehensive profile of the country based on an array of data, tables and
statistics. In short, PERU will be an indispensable introduction and source for
high school, college and graduate students, travelers and tourists and American
government and business personnel with Peru as a destination. The Historical
Dictionary of Peru contains a chronology, an introduction, appendixes, and an
extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 700 cross-referenced
entries on important personalities, politics, economy, foreign relations, religion,
and culture.
"Hidden Messages: Representation and Resistance in Andean Colonial Drama is
a study that takes into account Andean cultural diversity in four works of Peruvian
theater written in Quechua and Spanish. In examining these plays, ChangRodriguez considers the density of the different traditions that have marked these
works; the complexity and variability of their messages in relation to their
heterogeneous spectators, readers, and listeners; and how the colonial
playwright reworked the original European models. With a critical eye, the author
analyzes texts and images of the period to uncover hidden messages resulting
from the uniqueness of colonial situations and the interplay of dissimilar
traditions."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North
America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
A history of drugs is a study of cultures in competition, argues editor William
Walker. Eminently adaptive, drug cultures have competed with proscriptive
cultures to create a legitimate place for themselves, although one that the
dominant society may recognize only tacitly. Drugs in the Western Hemisphere
brings together forty-six essays that examine the complex negotiations and
changing rhetoric revolving around issues of drugs and their control between the
United States and its Latin American neighbors. Professor Walker offers a
chronological overview of the evolution of U.S.-Latin American drug policy from
the turn of the century to the Clinton administration. He has collected essays from
sociologists, historians, political scientists, and public policy experts, resulting in
one of the most approachable readers yet assembled on this important and
difficult topic.
TWENTY-THREE. The Age of Devils -- TWENTY-FOUR. The Age of
Reasonable Doubt -- TWENTY-FIVE. The Age of Outcomes -- TWENTY-SIX.
The Spirit of the Age -- EPILOGUE. Assessing the Reformations -- Notes -Bibliography -- Illustration Credits -- Index -- A -- B -- C -- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I
-- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- Q -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W -- X -- Z
Spiritual Encounters is a comparative and theoretically informed look at the
religious interactions between Native and colonial European cultures throughout
the Americas. Religion was one of the most contentious, dramatic, and complex
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arenas of confrontation between Natives and Europeans during the colonial era.
This volume fully explores the significance of colonial religious encounters. Case
studies, organized by theme, showcase previously unexamined sources and offer
interpretations that shed new light on Native-European religious encounters in
the New World. One group of studies examines the extent to which Native
peoples internalized Christianity and the cultural mechanisms that enabled them
to do so. Other chapters assess in detail the often uneasy relationship between
Christianity and coexisting indigenous religious practices involving sorcery and
healing. A third set of essays looks at the broader political and economic forces
underlying Native-colonial religious encounters. An introduction and epilogue by
the editors provide valuable summaries of the broad patterns characterizing the
religious interactions between the West and the Other in the colonial Americas.
While the concept of an Atlantic world has been central to the work of historians
for decades, the full implications of that spatial setting for the lives of religious
people have received far less attention. In Religion, Space, and the Atlantic
World, John Corrigan brings together research from geographers,
anthropologists, literature scholars, historians, and religious studies specialists to
explore some of the possibilities for and benefits of taking physical space more
seriously in the study of religion. Focusing on four domains that most readily
reflect the importance of Atlantic world spaces for the shape and practice of
religion (texts, design, distance, and civics), these essays explore subjects as
varied as the siting of churches on the Peruvian Camino Real, the evolution of
Hispanic cathedrals, Methodist identity in nineteenth-century Canada, and
Lutherans in early eighteenth-century America. Such essays illustrate both how
the organization of space was driven by religious interests and how religion
adapted to spatial ordering and reordering initiated by other cultural authorities.
The case studies include the erasure of Native American sacred spaces by
missionaries serving as cartographers, which contributed to a view of North
America as a vast expanse of unmarked territory ripe for settlement. Spanish
explorers and missionaries reorganized indigenous-built space to impress
materially on people the "surveillance power" of Crown and Church. The new
environment and culture often transformed old institutions, as in the reconception
of the European cloister into a distinctly American space that offered autonomy
and solidarity for religious women and served as a point of reference for social
stability as convents assumed larger public roles in the outside community.
Ultimately even the ocean was reconceptualized as space itself rather than as a
connector defined by the land masses that it touched, requiring certain kinds of
religious orientations—to both space and time—that differed markedly from those
on land. Collectively the contributors examine the locations and movement of
people, ideas, texts, institutions, rituals, power, and status in and through space.
They argue that just as the mental organization of our activity in the world and
our recall of events have much to do with our experience of space, we should
take seriously the degree to which that experience more broadly influences how
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we make sense of our lives.
Space and Conversion in Global Perspective examines conversion in connection
with spatial setting, mobility, and interiority. The approach is global and
encompasses multiple religions. Conversion emerges as a powerful force of early
modern globalization.
The Church in Colonial Latin America is a collection of essays that include classic
articles and pieces based on more modern research. Containing essays that
explore the Catholic Church's active social and political influence, this volume
provides the background necessary for students to grasp the importance of the
Catholic Church in Latin America. This text also presents a comprehensive,
analytic, and descriptive history of the Church and its development during the
colonial period. From the evangelization of the New World by Spanish
missionaries to the active influence of the Catholic Church on Latin American
culture, this book offers a complete picture of the Church in colonial Latin
America. The Church in Colonial Latin America is ideal for courses in the colonial
period in Latin American history, as well as courses in religion, church history,
and missionary history.
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